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Dear Parents,
Although the BBC has lost the rights to the Bake-Off, the Irthington Fairtrade BakeOff is back!
This year we would like the children to use or devise a recipe for cakes, biscuits or
tray bake, to include a minimum of 50% Fairtrade ingredients. This means that if, for
example, a recipe contained 8 ingredients, 4 or more of the ingredients would have
to be Fairtrade. Extra marks will, however, be given for recipes which include more
than 50% Fairtrade ingredients. Sainsburys, Marks and Spencer, the Carlisle World
shop and Half Moon are the best places to purchase Fairtrade ingredients.
The Bake-off will take place on Friday 23rd June in the Food Technology room at
William Howard School. The children will be accompanied by me and Mrs Harrison,
though sadly on this occasion Mary Berry will not be joining us.
If children would like to take part, they must supply details of their recipe with the
application form at the end of this letter. Children will be expected to supply their
own ingredients. In order to qualify, the recipe must contain at least 50% Fairtrade
ingredients and, in order to make this a fair competition, on the day we will require
evidence of this, either receipts or the original packaging.
I must stress that, although this competition is open to all children, the children must
be able to follow the recipe instructions AND complete the cooking entirely
independently, including using all the necessary kitchen equipment, using the oven
with supervision, if necessary, and clearing up.
If your child would like to apply to take part please help them to complete the
attached form and return to school by Wednesday 21st June.
I apologise for the short notice but logistically it has been a challenge to find a date
before the end of term which suits William Howard and fits in with our busy school
diary which is packed with events and activities.
Thank you for your support.
Yours sincerely,
Fiona Sweetman

Fairtrade Bake-off Competition Application Form 2017
Name
Recipe name
Fairtrade ingredients to
be used (Minimum of
50%)

I give permission for my child ............................................... to take part in the
Fairtrade bake – off and I confirm that my child is able to follow the recipe
independently.
Signed: .................................................
MY RECIPE IS ATTACHED TO THIS SLIP

Date: ...................................................

